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1. Letter from the Executive Director
2020 is over.
The peculiar 2020 is
over. The year has
shaken up all our
values and the stable
world that we used
to live in. Our lives
were disturbed by
the Covid-19 pandemic. In this regard,
it has been an extremely tough and tiring
year. Many of us wished for it to be over
as soon as possible. However, we managed
to create meaningful impact with our activities
and projects. Despite the fact that we couldn’t
meet one another. I think we will always
remember how we came together to make
and distribute face masks to those who had
none. Our society cooperated to help elderly
and lonely people with their grocery shopping
and food-related needs. We tried, together
with our experts, to help those whose mental
health took a hit because of the pandemic.

We also experienced this in the increased
number of calls to the Nezábudka mental
health helpline. The calls became harder and
took longer. Among the various topics,
relationship issues, anxiety, depression, and
addiction were the most prominent. Our
experts who work at the helpline also tackled
serious calls from those dealing with addiction and suicidal thoughts. In April and May,
we expanded the helpline team because
of the overwhelming number of incoming calls.
Like in previous years, we once again
struggled to communicate with the state.
On the one hand, we were immensely happy
that the Government’s Programme Statement
included mental health, which was disregarded as a topic until now. On the other hand,
we struggled to communicate with bureaus,
we lacked systemic financing of helplines
and collaboration in our attempts to create
reform in the area of mental health.
However, we are excited that communication
with our member organisations has improved,
even though we weren’t able to meet, since
we created a platform to share information,
projects, and inspiration.

Mental health was the most talked about
in the 20 years of our existence. This was
caused by the pandemic and the fact that
many experienced anxiety, sadness, and fear
when thinking about the future. Psychiatrists
experienced record numbers of patients
in their offices. Even those we had been
stable for years returned with newly emerged
symptoms of illness. Many of those who had
been healthy so far started to appreciate
the value of mental health. Several initiatives
were established to support organisations
that focus on mental health.

How about a conclusion? We have been here
for everyone who struggles with mental health
issues for 20 years. I would like to thank
everyone who has helped us out in the last
year. Every individual, every company and
corporation. We value your support in this
tough  time.  You  are  amazing!
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2. About the League for Mental Health
Dagmar Kardošová  and Mgr. art. Martin Knut.

The League for Mental Health Slovakia

(the League) is a non-governmental organi-

The League was established in 2001 as part

the mental wellbeing of the Slovak population.

Health. Even then, all of those involved felt

of the preparation for the Year of Mental

sation. Its main goal is to protect and support
Its establishment was the result of a coopera-

the need for the establishment of a strong

Ivan Štúr, MUDr. Peter Breier, MUDr. Darina

in the field of improving the lives of people

organisation that would continue to work

tion between several professionals, Prof. Dr.

who experience mental health issues and in

Sedláková, MUDr. Pavel Černák, Prof. PhDr.

the area of mental health disorder prevention.

Anton Heretik, Doc. MUDr. Alojz Rakús, Ing.

Name

League for Mental Health Slovakia

Headquarters

Ševčenkova 21, 851 01 Bratislava, Slovak Republic

Telephone

+421 2 6381 55 92, +421 918 607 212

E-mail

dusevnezdravie@dusevnezdravie.sk

Web

www.dusevnezdravie.sk

Social media

https://www.facebook.com/ligazadusevnezdravie/?fref=ts
https://www.youtube.com/user/dusevnezdravie

Instagram

@ligazadusevnezdravie

Legal form

Association

Date founded

30. 01. 2001

Business ID

30 786 525

Tax ID

2021656582

In 20 years, the League for Mental Health has

population. The main tool in achieving this

close to 38 civil and patient organisations.

of protecting mental wellbeing and ways

support of the mental wellbeing of the Slovak

mental health disorders.

goal is raising public awareness about ways

become a strong organisation, representing

of diagnosing, treating, and rehabilitating

Its main aim remains the protection and
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2.1. Bodies of the League for Mental Health Slovakia
Board of Directors of the League for Mental Health Slovakia
Mgr. art. Martin KNUT

Chairman of the Board and Executive Director

Mgr. Daniela KÉVELYOVÁ

Board Member

MUDr. Marcela BAROVÁ

Board Member

MUDr. Pavel ČERNÁK

Board Member

MUDr. Peter BREIER

Board Member

Professional Staff
PhDr. Jolana KUSÁ

Therapist, Online counselling, Telephone counselling

PhDr. Zuzana POLŤÁKOVÁ, PhD.

Psychologist, Online counselling

PhDr. Jozef ĎANOVSKÝ

Psychologist, Online counselling

Mgr. Zuzana VASIČÁKOVÁ-OČENÁŠOVÁ

Therapist, Mediator, Online counselling

PaeDr. Libor KLENOVSKÝ PhD.

Mental Health Helpline “Nezábudka”, Supervisor

PhDr. Viera NOGOVÁ

Therapist, Supervisor of Mental Health Helpline “Nezábudka”

Mgr. Monika MARTINEZOVÁ

Director of the Mental Health Helpline “Nezábudka”
(Since August 2020)

Staff
Mgr. art. Martin KNUT

Executive Director

Mgr. Daniela KÉVELYOVÁ

Project Manager, National Fundraiser “Dni nezábudiek”

JUDr. Andrej VRŠANSKÝ

Partnerships

Mgr. Alexandra DZUREKOVÁ

Project Manager, Nezábudka Gallery

Mgr. Stanislava KNUT

Project Manager, Social media and Website Administrator

MSc. Denisa KRAVCOVÁ

Project Manager, Data Analyst

MUDr. Peter BREIER

Volunteer

JUDr. Jan KURKA
Mgr. Ondrej KRIŽAN

External colleague responsible for systemic appeals and
the development of the member base

Psychologist, External colleague responsible for systemic
appeals and the development of the member base
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2.2. Our Goals
The League for Mental Health Slovakia is a not-for-profit
organisation with several main goals:
Achieving physical
and mental health
equality

Destigmatisation
of mental health
disorders

Raising awareness
about mental health
disorders

Stopping the discrimination
against people with mental
health disorders

Re-integrating people
who have been treated
for mental health disorders
into social life

Prevention
of mental health
disorders

We are able to fulfil our goals because of our cooperation with close to 38 partner organisations
across Slovakia.
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2.3. Member Organisations of the League for Mental Health
Patient organisations

Professional organisations (Specific)

• Ars Vivendi, Trenčín

• DSS Štrkovec

•	
Združenie na pomoc ľuďom s mentálnym

• ODOS-Otvorme dvere, otvorme srdcia

postihnutím ZPMP Vranov
• Tekla o.z.

• Občianske združenie Betlehem RS
• Občianske združenie Betlehem BA

• OZ centrum Naša chalúpka

• O.Z. Dominik Košice

• Autistické centrum ANDREAS, n.o.

• Duševné zdravie deti, o.z.

• Harmónia života n.o.

• PRO MENTE, n.o. Michalovce

• Dom sociálnych služieb Most do duše

• OZ Sofia
• OZ Viktória – cesta pomoci
• OZ Zdravá duša

Professional organisations (Counselling)

• OZ Mozaika

• OZ Poradenské centrum Nádej

• OZ Omega Trenčín

•	
Pomoc obetiam násilia – Victim Support

• OZ Šťastie si ty

Slovakia

• OZ Sanare

• O.Z. Kolobeh života

• OZ No a čo?

• Integra-Centrum prevencie v oblasti 		

• OZ Pohľad

prevencie siekt

• OZ Pozdrav

• Relevant, n.o.

• OZ Nájdi sa
• OZ Pinelky

Organisations for experts

• OZ SADDA – Slovenská ADHD asociácia

• Slovenská psychoterapeutická spoločnosť
• Inštitút Virgínie Satirovej

Professional organisations mental health

• 3lobit

• Integra o.z. – Združenie pre duševné zdravie
• Dom sociálnych služieb – MOST, n.o.
• DSS a RS Samária
• Psychosociálne centrum KE
• Krídla
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2.4. Why does the League for Mental Health Slovakia exist?
The League has existed for the past 20 years

against stigma on all fronts. Being different
cannot be seen as a handicap, it should be
seen as an opportunity. If mental health does
not become a priority, educational, healthcare,
cultural and legal reforms might not be carried
out in ways that truly improve our country.

to bring the topic of mental health into public

space, to persuade politicians to push for reform
of the system of care for mental wellbeing, and

to represent its diverse member organisations,
who fight for survival every day. Because
our experience tells us that without pressure

from the public, nothing will ever change for  

What is our role?

the better in Slovakia.

Our role is to start a conversation about
high-quality care for mental wellbeing and
to establish it as a societal priority, while emphasising awareness raising and prevention.
We strive to be active participants of the reform
process and to represent the interests of our
member organisations along with individual
patients while protecting their rights.

The League was established in 2001 as

an apolitical, charitable, non-professional,
independent association of citizens and organisations. Its goal is to actively support mental

wellbeing and its vision still persists today.
Not addressing the current situation surrounding mental health can have serious socie-

tal consequences (radicalisation, intolerance,

Shaping public opinion is closely connected
with our media appearances and activities.
The most visible are our awareness raising
campaigns, which are often in the background
of various projects. These are part of a carefully
considered strategy and are only limited by
their own capacity and financial resources.

not expressing one’s feelings, not admitting

to one’s shame, failures, etc.) that impact
the lives of people with mental health issues

(struggling to find and keep a job/losing social

ties). This in turn impacts the families and
friends of people struggling with mental health

disorders (non-existent support from one’s
family/families are left with the responsibility

Another important role of the League is
pushing for higher quality in the care for mental
health. It is crucial to stand against low-quality
care and to demonstrate what high-quality
mental wellbeing care looks like, how it can
be distinguished and what it can look like for
individuals, communities, employers as well
as what it means for the system as a whole.
An example of this approach can be seen
from the Library section on our website.

of care and virtually no support from the state/
social workers only deal with the most serious

cases/ non-existent prevention and intervention).

If Slovakia wants to become a formidable
21st century country, it can no longer neglect

mental wellbeing. Instead, it must organise
modern

prevention-focused

programmes

in schools and workplaces and actively fight

This section supports and publishes expert
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(Eng. translation = Forget-me-not), which is one
of the League’s projects. The topic of systemic financing of helplines is a topic as old
as the League itself.
We are currently working on approximately
40 different projects, all of which help us move
closer to our goal.
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3. About Our Activities
3.1. Remote Counselling - Mental Health Helpline Nezábudka
Mental Health Helpline Nezábudka
0800 800 566
Our helpline Nezábudka (Eng. translation =

Forget-me-not) was reopened after 13 years

on July 1st, 2019. Nezábudka is a nationwide,
anonymous, non-stop, and free-of-charge ser-

vice for people who find themselves in acute
psychological distress or in a psychologically

challenging situation. Our counselling services
are provided by qualified professionals from

Since the helpline’s reopening, our counsellors

have answered approximately 10 491 calls,

some of which took up to 2 hours. We currently

have 20 professionals working for the helpline,
who we regularly train and supervise. The free-

of-charge number is provided by Telekom.
The helpline was first under the management

of two professionals, Libor Klenovský and Viera
Nogová. Mgr. Monika Martinezová became
the helpline’s director in August 2020.

the fields of psychiatry, psychology, and social

work. They offer emotional support, the chance
to talk about one’s feelings and struggles, crisis

intervention, advice in tough or pressing situations and redirect callers to help resources
in their area. The helpline is often used by tee-

nagers and young adults who are experiencing issues in their families and romantic

relationships, personal struggles or even  
dealing with suicidal thoughts.

Number of calls to the Nezábudka Helpline
in 2020

Nezábudka Helpline

0800 800 566

January

722

February

644

March

674

April

934

May

932

June

871

July

927

August

855

September

802

October

1 001

November

974

December

1 155

All calls

10 491
12
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January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Phone Calls

0

300

600

900

1 200

1 500

Reasons for Calling the Nezábudka Helpline in 2020
2 405

Total Other
Total Family

1 615

Total Depressive state

1 391

Total Relationship, marriage or pregnancy

982

Total Health/Physical Health

823

Total Covid-19

808

Total Paranoia

595

Total Alcohol addiction

550

Total Social and legal

524

Total Venting

416

Total Anxiety/Anxiety attack

419

Total Other psychiatric diagnosis

377

Total Psychopathology

333

Total Loneliness

320

Total Sexual

303

Total Suicidal

298

Total Livelihood and wellbeing

296

Total Work or Academic

281

Total Breakdown

259

Total Domestic violence, abuse

245

Total Drug addiction

126

Total Economic + household management

79

Total Non-substance addiction

68

Total Delinquent

53

Total Eating disorder

35

Total Jealousy

22

Total Phobia

19

13
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Total zOther
Súčet
Iná
Súčet z Iná
Total zFamily
Súčet
Rodinná
Súčet z Rodinná

Total zDepressive
state
Súčet
- Depresívny stav

Súčet z - Depresívny stav

2%

2%

2%

2%

1%1% 0%

2%

2%

Súčet z Partnerská, manželská, gravidita

Total zHealth/Physical
Súčet
Zdravotná / TelesnéHealth
zdravie

Súčet z Zdravotná / Telesné zdravie

18%

Total zCovid-19
Súčet
Korona
Súčet z Korona

18%

Total zParanoia
Súčet
-Súčet
Paranoidita
z - Paranoidita
z - Závislosť
alkohol
Total zAlcohol
addiction
Súčet
-Súčet
Závislosť
alkohol

2%

Súčet z Sociálno
- právna
/ Sociálnaaa právna
právna
Total zSocial
and
legal
Súčet
Sociálno
- právna
/ Sociálna

2%

2%

Total zVenting
Súčet
Ventilácia

Súčet z Ventilácia
Súčet z - Úzkostný stav

Total zAnxiety
Súčet
- Úzkostný stav

2%

2%

3%

2%

2%

2%

3%

2%

2%

Total zRelationship,
marriage
or pregnancy
Súčet
Partnerská, manželská,
gravidita

1%1% 0%

Súčet z - Iná psychiatrická dg

Total zOther
psychiatric
Súčet
- Iná psychiatrická
dgdiagnosis

3%

Súčet z Psychopatologická

Problematika3%hovorov
Vzťahová problematika
3%

Total zPsychopathology
Súčet
Psychopatologická
Súčet z Osamelosť

12%

12%

Total zLoneliness
Súčet
Osamelosť
Súčet z Sexuálna

Total zSexual
Súčet
Sexuálna
Súčet z - Suicidálna
z Životospráva
Súčet
-Súčet
Suicidálna
Total zSuicidal

3%

Súčet z Pracovná a školská
Súčet
Životospráva
Total zLivelihood
and wellbeing

4%

Rodinná
4%

4%

Partnerská,
4%
manželská,
gravidita 4%

6%

Súčet z - Závislosť drogy

Súčet
Domáce násilie,
týranie abuse
Total zDomestic
violence,

10%

6%

Súčet z Ekonomická + vedenie domácnosti

Súčet
-Súčet
Závislosť
drogy
Total zDrug
z addiction
- Závislosť nesubstančná

Súčet
Ekonomická
vedenie domácnosti
Total zEconomic
++ household
management
Súčet z Delikventná

7%

z - Poruchy
príjmu
potravy
Súčet
-Súčet
Závislosť
nesubstančná
Total zNon-substance
addiction
Súčet z Žiarlivosť
Súčet
Delikventná
Total zDelinquent

2657%

6%

Domáce násilie,
týranie

218

Osamelosť

193

Súčet z - Fóbie

Súčet
- Poruchy
príjmu potravy
Total zEating
disorder
Súčet
Žiarlivosť
Total zJealousy
Súčet
- Fóbie
Total zPhobia

Reasons for Calling the Helpline - Relationship-related
Family

Problematika hovorov
Vzťahová problematika
Rodinná

Relationship, marriage or pregnancy

Rodinná
Work or Academic
Partnerská, manželská, gravidita

Domestic violence, abuse
Loneliness

Súčet z Domáce násilie, týranie

Súčet
- Záchvatový stav
Total zBreakdown

10%

875

4%

Pracovná a školská6%

Súčet z - Záchvatový stav

Súčet
Pracovná
a školská
Total zWork
or Academic

1432

Pracovná a školská
Domáce násilie, týranie
Osamelosť

6%

1432

Partnerská,
manželská,
gravidita

875

Pracovná a školská

265

Domáce násilie,
týranie

218

Osamelosť

193

1 432
875
265
218
193

7%
9%

Family				
Rodinná

48%

Relationship,
marriagegravidita
or pregnancy
Partnerská,
manželská,
Work or Academic			
Pracovná
a školská
Domestic
violence,
abuse
Domáce
násilie,
týranie
Loneliness
Osamelosť

29%

6%
7%
9%
48%

14

29%
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Psychopathology
1 241

Depressive state
Paranoia

545

Addiction, alcoholism

482

Other psychiatric diagnosis

377

Psychopathology

333

Anxiety

330

Suicidal

261

Breakdown

229

Substance addiction, drugs

112

Depresívny stav
Paranoidita

Závislosť, alkoholizmus

Iná psychiatrická diagnóza
Psychopatologická
Úzkostný stav

6%

Suicidálna

3%

7%

Záchvatový stav

32%

Závislosť látková, drogy

8%

Depressive state			
Depresívny
stav
Paranoia
Paranoidita

Addiction, alcoholism
Závislosť,
alkoholizmus

Other
psychiatric diagnosis
Iná
psychiatrická
diagnóza
Psychopathology
Psychopatologická
Anxiety
Úzkostný
stav

9%

6%

Suicidal
Suicidálna

7%

Breakdown stav
Záchvatový

10%

3%

Substance látková,
addiction,
drugs
Závislosť
drogy

14%

8%

12%

9%
10%
12%

15
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3.2. Online Counselling - Mental Health Helpline Nezábudka
In 2020, our online counselling service con-

tinued to offer email-based psychological
counselling, with a maximum response time

of 24 hours. The team originally consisted
of five counsellors, one of whom is no longer

involved due to limited financial resources.
Our counsellors responded to almost 3 000
messages from clients. The service was used
by approximately 1 000 people, most of whom

are fairly young and use the online space

for communication, work, and relationship

formation, but also for seeking help and
finding information.

Overview of Online Requests Sent to the Nezábudka Helpline
Month
in year 2020

Total
Regular Requests

Total
First-time Requests

Total
Answers

March

12

117

129

April

98

200

298

May

85

234

319

June

122

244

366

July

119

260

379

August

105

163

268

September

103

124

227

October

102

230

332

November

109

223

332

December

42

230

274

897

2 025

2 924

Total

16

Mental Health
Helpline
Nezábudka
18 professionals
on rotation
psychologists, psychiatrists,
social workers
4 psychologists, therapists answering
requestsvia email
Busiest days: Mondays and Fridays
Gender: more women contact the helpline than men
Callers commonly
struggle with:

depressive states,

anxiety, panic attacks

serious relationship, family and career-related,
or sex life problems
We are contacted by people who have serious counselling needs and who might
be in life-threatening situations. In extremely serious cases, in which someone’s life
might be at stake, we cooperate with emergency and police services.
During the Covid-19 pandemic:
During the first wave, we expanded the helpline team because of the increasing
seriousness of incoming calls, which led to an increase in call lengths. We received
calls from patients, who were unable to reach their psychiatrists, family members,
people who were cut off from their regular care. Callers were predominantly dealing
with anxiety, fear, panic attacks, frustration, and feelings of loneliness. We also noticed
an increase in domestic violence and abuse-related calls.
In September, the number of unanswered calls tripled.

HELPLINE

0800 800 566

Let your
soul rest
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3.3. Online Mental Health Testing
We started a series of online mental health tests
on social media in order to engage the younger generation. Those who are interested can
take tests for some of the most common mental
health issues that impact young people, such
as depression, anxiety, burnout, and addiction

(to the internet, to alcohol). These tests were
taken by approximately 3 000 people. Respondents receive their result via email. If their
results reflect a serious concern, they are
given the option to contact one of our online
counsellors, who respond within 24 hours.

Anxiety Test
To get your result, please enter your email at the end
of this questionnaire.
If you need advice, you can call our free-of-charge
service at 0800 800 566
TEST:
HOW OFTEN HAVE YOU EXPERIENCED THE FOLLOWING
PROBLEMS IN THE LAST TWO WEEKS?

Each answer has a point value:
Not at all - 0
Several days - 1
More than a week - 2
Nearly every day - 3

3.4. Awareness raising media campaigns
Awareness-raising
The League considers systematic collaboration with the media to be crucial for raising
awareness about the prevention of mental
health issues, fighting against stigma, and
informing the public about latest findings
in the field in an accurate and bias-free way.
We actively collaborate on producing content
for print, televised and online media. Our
experts were involved in many discussions,
interviews, and talks throughout the year,

where they communicated with the media
in order to fight against the stigma and
prejudice that are connected to mental health
issues.
Example: Peter Breier: Each suicide should
be followed by a psychological dissection
19. 1. 2020 https://www.zenyvmeste.sk/
depresia-psychiater-peter-breier-samovrazdakedy-odznie-pomoc
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Awareness-raising campaign “Vážme si dušu”
(Eng. translation = Let’s Value the Soul)
(21 grams) - The League organises annual
destigmatising campaigns focused on supporting people’s care for their mental health.
The goal of this year’s campaign is to inspire
people in Slovakia to value their soul. We want
mental health to be as prominent as possible
in the public space and for it to become
an important topic that creates social change.
We believe that this is one way of improving
the system of care for mental health.
A recurring theme of the campaign is the weight,
or value, of the human soul, which has been
said to weigh 21 grams. The visual symbol
is a feather, alluding to the lightness and
fragility of the soul. The main poster for
the campaign depicts a feather floating above
a hand. This symbolizes the act of weighing
the soul, thus calculating its value, that we

would like people to carry out. At the same
time, it is a helping hand, extended to those

who need it.

The appearance of people like President
Zuzana Čaputová, actor Martin Huba or
the face of the campaign Janka Kirschner
highlighted the positive aspects of mental

health, which were in contrast with the era
of social isolation and economic breakdown
in the spring of 2020. The feather became

a symbol. Public figures passed the feather

from one hand to another to show that

we should all care about our mental health.
The highlight of the campaign was the par-

ticipation of the president, Zuzana Čaputová.

She is passing the feather to all of us.
The campaign was organised in collaboration
with MARK BBDO Bratislava.

Let’s value the soul
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We would like to thank everyone who took part in the organisation
of the campaign.
Advertising agency: MARK BBDO
Video animation: Studio 727
Music: Matúš Široký
Photography: Rasťo Blaško
Sound engineering: Stame
Voiceover: Štefan Bučko
Ateliér HAUS from Banská Štiavnica, who
donated the frame holding the feather for
President Zuzana Čaputová, Marek Lehocký
(Lecom production) - photo from passing
the feather to the president. Special thanks to
all public figures and influencers who supported us. We are grateful!

Thank you

The whole world
seeks peace in their
souls

Let your
soul rest

The Nezábudla Helpline
is here for those, whose souls
feel heavy. 24 hours a day.
7 days a week. We are grateful
for every donation for
its operation.
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3.5. Fundraiser “Dni Nezábudiek” 2020 in connection with
the 21 grams campaign
The fundraiser followed our “Let’s Value the
Soul” campaign. Its main message was “Let
your soul rest”. It took place in close to 70 cities
across Slovakia, where approximately 3 000
volunteers, most of whom were students,
raised awareness about the importance of
mental health. The fragility of the soul was
represented by the forget-me-not flower.
Volunteers handed out posters and talked to
the public about the importance of communicating with others and the ways that they
could help those struggling with mental health

posted short stories communicating their

message. A local Slovak radio, Fun Radio,
joined in on the campaign in a very interesting
and original way. The radio would suddenly

turn off a song that was currently playing
and notify its listeners that the “Nezábudka”
Helpline could go silent just as quickly if we
don’t offer our help.

Preliminary Report from the 2020 Public
Fundraiser - registration number MV-SVSO
VVS 3-2020/018677. The fundraiser began

on September 1st, 2020, and lasted until

disorders. The campaign was supported by
influencers via social media channels, who

December 31st 2020.
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Preliminary report of the public collection 2020

Ministry of Interior of the Slovak Republic
Department of Public Administration
Office of Internal Affairs
Mr. Martin Dzúrik
Drieňová 22
826 86 BRATISLAVA
						
Bratislava, May 7th, 2021

Matter: Preliminary Report from the “Dni Nezábudiek” 2020 Fundraiser
(MV-SVSOVVS3-2020/018677)

	Please find attached the preliminary fundraising report from the public
fundraiser of the League for Mental Health Slovakia, which the Ministry of Interior
of the Slovak Republic approved on July 3rd, 2020, under the registration number
000-2020/018677.

Best regards

Mgr. Art. Martin Knut

Chairman of the Board
of the League for Mental Health Slovakia
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Preliminary report from the 2020 public fundraiser - approved by the Ministry under
the registration number MV-SVSOVVS3-2020/018677.
The League for Mental Health Slovakia (the League) organised its seventeenth
public fundraiser throughout the whole of Slovakia. The fundraiser began on
September 1st, 2020, and lasted until December 31st 2020. It was approved on July
3rd, 2020, by the Ministry of Interior of the Slovak Republic under the registration
number 000-2020/018677 and the name “DNI NEZÁBUDIEK 2020”.

THE FUNDRAISER’S PROCESS
Seventy different organisations, ranging from patient organisations and organisations
working with the families of people suffering from mental health issues to secondary
schools and universities, took part in the fundraiser.
Fundraising was done in three different ways:
1.

 ollecting voluntary donations into portable cash registers, marked with the logo
C
of the organisation and the purpose of the fundraiser. This was done in public spaces
across different cities in Slovakia as well as in publicly accessible spaces across
several institutions in Slovakia. The donations were collected from October 7th, 2020,
to October 11th, 2020. In return for donations, volunteers were giving people forgetme-not flowers (to symbolise the fragility of mental health) and information materials
such as educational posters. The collected donations were transferred onto
the League’s account in the Post Bank, account number SK79 6500 0000 0000
2026 6500.

2.	Donations transferred onto the bank account via bank transfer. These donations
were collected from September 1st, 2020, until December 31st, 2020.
3.	Via text message sent to the number 833 accessible by the operators Orange
Slovakia, Slovak Telekom, and O2 Slovakia. These donations were collected from
September 1st, 2020, until October 31st, 2020. The text message fee was 3 euros,
with the full amount being transferred to the League’s account.

THE GROSS PROFIT OF THE FUNDRAISER was 23 682.62 EUR
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

19 837.53 EUR was collected into cash registers by our volunteers,
389.09 EUR was directly transferred to our account,
1 329 EUR was raised by text message via Orange Slovakia,
1 071 EUR was raised by text message via O2 Slovakia,
1 059 EUR was raised by text message via Slovak Telekom
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t he amount collected into cash registers was transferred to the fundraising
account in the Post Bank, account number SK79 6500 0000 0000 2026 6500:
19 837.53 EUR.
attachment no. 1:
- statement no. 10 - 12 PB on 31. 12. 2020,

2)

t he amount raised by individual donors, transferred directly to the fundraising
account, is: 386,09 EUR.
attachment no. 2:
- statement no. 10 - 12 PB on 31. 12. 2020

3)

the amount raised by text message via Orange Slovakia is 1 329 EUR.
attachment no. 3:
- statement no. 2 PRB on 26. 2. 2020
- turnover on PRB account on 4. 5. 2021 (late payment)
- copy of contract with the operator

4)

the amount raised by text message via O2 Slovakia is 1 071 EUR.
attachment no. 4:
- statement no. 3 PRB on 31. 3. 2020
- request for payment
- copy of contract with the operator

5)

the amount raised by text message via Slovak Telekom is 1 059 EUR.
attachment no. 5:
- we have not received the payment yet
- email communication with the operator
- copy of contract with the operator

The preliminary report was written with missing payments from the network operators
in mind. On May 4th, 2021, we received a payment in the amount of 132 EUR from
Orange Slovakia. We have not received any payments from Slovak Telekom yet.
The amount of 1 059 EUR has been calculated from emails that we received while
the text message fundraising was still ongoing. We will finalise the gross profit
of the fundraiser once we have received the payment from Slovak Telekom.

Created by: Mgr. Daniela Kevélyová
Bratislava, May 5th, 2021
Telephone number: 02/6381 5592, 0918607212
E-mail: daniela.kevelyova@dusevnezdravie.sk
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4. Projects and Activities
4.1. The Soul and the Cinema
Despite the complicated situation created by the pandemic, we are grateful that we could have
continued in our beloved project, for everyone who is interested in psychology, mental health,
and film. The following events took place:
13. 1. 2020 Event series: Duša a Bergman
(Eng. translation = The Soul and Bergman)
Through a Glass Darkly - Film
Guests: Prof. MUDr. Jozef Hašto, MUDr. Robert
Pintér
Hosted by: MUDr. Peter Breier

The SME publishing house included Romantic
Violence, a book by Christian Picciolini with
every ticket to express their lack of acceptance towards extremism and radicalisation
in Slovakia.
12. 2. 2020 Event series: Duša a film
(Eng. translation = The Soul and the Cinema)
Beautiful Boy - Film
Discussion topic: Drug addiction in young
people, its causes, consequences and treatment.
What is it like to live with this disorder?
Guest: Mgr. Kamil Batoň
Hosted by: MUDr. Peter Breier

20. 1. 2020 Event series: Duša a film
(Eng. translation = The Soul and the Cinema)
Motherless Brooklyn - Film
Discussion topic: Tourette’s syndrome and
obsessive-compulsive disorder, their symptoms
and treatment options. What is it like to live
with these disorders?
Guests: MUDr. Jana Vránová, MUDr. Ján Šuba
Hosted by: MUDr. Peter Breier

17. 2. 2020 Event series: Duša a spoločnosť
(Eng. translation = The Soul and Society)
Der Trafikant - Film
Discussion topic: Anti-Semitism - why does
someone become an anti-Semite while others
do not? Where are the roots of anti-Semitism
and is it prevalent in our society?
Guests: Prof. MUDr. Jozef Hašto, PhDr. Viera
Žúborová, Jaroslav Franek
Hosted by: Michal Havran

23. 1. 2020 Event series: Duša a film
(Eng. translation = The Soul and the Cinema)
Quick - Film
Discussion topic: What is the reason for failures
in the judicial system and can experts be
wrong?
Guests: Prof. PhDr. Anton Heretik, Doc. MUDr.
Pavel Černák
Hosted by: Otakar Horák

24. 2. 2020 Event series: Duša a spoločnosť
(Eng. translation = The Soul and Society)
Swedes from the Slum - Film
Discussion topic: What is the role of nature and
nurture in children’s development? Can we
disrupt the vicious circle that children from
socially disadvantaged backgrounds experience?
Guests: PhDr. Klára Orgovánová, Mgr. Hana
Ševčíková, the film’s director Katarína Farkašová
Hosted by: PhDr. Zuzana Zimová

27. 1. 2020 Event series: Duša a spoločnosť
(Eng. translation = The Soul and Society)
Let There Be Light - Film
Discussion topic: What are the causes of
radicalisation? Who gets radicalised and how
can we fight it?
Guests: PhDr. Mária Krýslová, Prof. PaeDr.
Vladimír Labáth, PhD.
Hosted by: Michal Hvorecký
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4.2. T V Programmes in RTVS - “Ako sa máte? Čo sa dnes
vraví o duševnom zdraví, Okná duše dokorán”
	(Eng. translation = How are you? Contemporary
discussions about mental health, Windows to the soul)
We are very proud of our partnership with RTVS (nationwide public broadcasting, state-funded
organisation). During the pandemic, we managed to produce the series “AKO SA MÁTE”
in which experts offered advice on handling though situations during the pandemic.
Cast: psychologist Mgr. Mária Kopčíková,
psychiatrist MUDr. Soňa Belanská, psychologist
Mgr. Martin Miler, psychologist Mgr. Norbert
Uhnák, psychologist Mgr. Barbara Bohony,
psychologist Mgr. Bibiana Helexová, psychologist and psychotherapist Mgr. Janka Ashford,
psychologist Mgr. Jana Vyskočil, psychologist
Mgr. Lenka Práznovská a psychologist Hana
Ševčíková.
Hosted by: Oľga Valentová.

12.	Episode: How to manage all the roles of
a parent
13.	Episode: How to handle illness-related
anxiety
14.	Episode: How to handle working from
home with small children
15.	Episode: How the elderly live during
the pandemic
16.	Episode: How to handle illness in the family
17.	Episode: How to handle alcohol during
the pandemic

1.	Episode: Mental health during the pandemic

18.	Episode: How to handle marital problems
during the pandemic

2.	Episode: How to handle intense contact
with household members

19.	Episode: What is psychosomatics?

3.	Episode: How to handle loneliness while
quarantining

We would like to thank Janssen for their financial support.
				
All episodes can be found on our YouTube
channel and in the Library section on our
website www.dusevnezdravie.sk.

4.	Episode: How to handle domestic violence
5.	Episode: How to protect your children
from domestic violence
6.	Episode: How the economic crisis impacts
mental health
7.	Episode: How to handle working from
home
8.	Episode: How to handle teenagers
9.	Episode: How to speak to children about
the coronavirus
10.	Episode: How to handle an oncological
diagnosis during the pandemic
11.	Episode: How to handle at-home learning
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The League for Mental Health is investing in prevention.
It’s launching a new TV Programme “Okná duše dokorán”
in collaboration with RTVS.
In the spring of 2020, during the first wave

ducing mental health topics and the ways

11 experts to RTVS for the production of

and the public. The discussions involve a host

in which they can be discussed among experts

of Covid-19, the League offered a team of

and a guest, both of whom are mental health

a 19-episode series, each lasting around

professionals. Our vision is to reach those

10 minutes. The experts chosen by the League

who suffer from a mental illness but have yet

worked with RTVS for 4 weeks to offer advice

to receive treatment.

to their audience about handling the newly

emerged situation. The programme AKO SA
MÁTE, ČO SA VRAVÍ O DUŠEVNOM ZDRAVÍ

An interesting aspect of the programme

discussions about mental health) was recei-

health professional, psychiatrist, and psycho-

the public. Immediately after this programme,

to her discussions with the guests, making

(Eng. translation = How are you? Contemporary

is the host herself, Soňa Belanská, a mental

therapist. This adds a level of seriousness

ved positively and RTVS fulfilled its duty to

them highly professional and informative

the League and RTVS started discussions

without being too academic. The programme

about future cooperation.

thus promotes a patient-oriented approach

and allows us to educate people in an acces-

The League launched a new discussion

sible way. This project is a way for us to

programme in the beginning of September,
called OKNÁ DUŠE DOKORÁN (Eng. transla-

popularise the topics of mental health and

tion = Windows to the Soul). The programme

the prevention of mental health disorders

by allowing us to speak to a wide audience.

offers a new and modern approach of intro-
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Topics of individual episodes:
Mental Health Prevention in the 21st Century

Guest: Mgr. art. Martin Knut, executive director
of the League for Mental Health

Depression - Into the Darkness of the Soul

Guest: MUDr. Silvia Bogyaiová, psychiatrist,
psychotherapist

To the Roots of Anxiety

Guest: Mgr. Martin Miler, psychologist, psychotherapist

Insomnia - The Suffering of Sleepless Nights

Guest: MUDr. Branislav Moťovský, psychiatrist

Psychological Trauma - Wounds on the Soul

Guest: MUDr. Magdaléna Frecer, psychiatrist,
psychotherapist

Psychopharmaceuticals - Pills for the Brain?

Guest: Prof. MUDr. Ján Pečenák, CSc., psychiatrist

Schizophrenia - A Different Side of Reality

Guest: MUDr. Dalibor Janoška, psychiatrist

Psychosomatics - When the Soul Speaks Through
the Body

Guest: MUDr. Patricia Tropek, psychiatrist

Burnout Syndrome - How Not to Deplete Your Own
Resources

Guest: MUDr. Martin Ondrejkovič, psychiatrist,
psychotherapist

Mental Health Disorders in the GP’s Office

Guest: MUDr. Peter Lipovský, adult GP

Addictions - The Appeal of Temporary Illusions

Guest: MUDr. Ľubomír Okruhlica, CSc., psychiatrist

Bipolar Affective Disorder - Life on a Rollercoaster

Guest: MUDr. Martin Kalaš, psychiatrist

How Psychotherapy Helps People

Guest: Mgr. Hana Ševčíková, psychologist, psychotherapist

The Past and the Future of Psychotherapy in Slovakia

Guest: MUDr. Pavel Černák, PhD.

Couples Therapy - Finding Your Way Back to Your Partner

Guest: Mgr. Elena Medzihraská, psychologist,
psychotherapist

The Psychology of Happiness - More than Mental
Hygiene

Guest: Aleš Bednařík, psychologist, psychotherapist

This programme would not be possible with-

this organisation for a long time and has

to the Soul was created for RTVS and pro-

to make a complex topic accessible for

The League has been collaborating with

you.

found a partner, who systematically helps

out our donor. The programme Windows

duced by the League thanks to YEME.

the public and in the public space. Thank
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4.3. Mental health days 2020
Every year, the fall season is connected with various activities to support mental health in Slovakia.
Because this period was heavily affected by the Covid-19 crisis, our events were organised with
the limitations of the pandemic regime. Still, we are very happy that we managed to organise them.
So, what was on the schedule?

Duša a film (The Soul and the Cinema)
Our project was moved to the online
space to accommodate the Covid-19 pandemic, allowing people all over Slovakia
to watch the movie and listen and partake
in the discussion with mental health experts.
We created a new, separate webpage for
the project ww.dusaafilm.sk. In the fall,

Home

we brought great movies, excellent
experts, and serious topics for discussion.
We collaborate with Edisonline, Film Europe,
Art Forum, Denník N on the organisation
of this project. In 2020, it was financially
supported by the Foundation of the City
of Bratislava.

Archive

The Soul and the Cinema is a project of the League for Mental Health Slovakia, managed by MUDr. Peter Breier in collaboration with
renowned mental health and social science experts.

Film Europe is
Quality information
The best festival
about mental health movies and two film the European leader
for the sale, festival
and the League’s
TV channels for
debuts, cinema
activities in one
the price of one
distribution and TV
place
cinema ticket.
broadcasting
of European films.

The Soul and the Cinema project is brought to you by

The online shop
Artforum was one
of the first online
bookstores
in Slovakia.

Denník N has
In 2020, the project
been a long-term
was financially
partner of the League
supported by the
and streams
Foundation of the City
discussions to its
of Bratislava.
social media pages.
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4.4. Slovakia-wide discussions about mental health
on the occasion of World Mental Health Day
Bratislava, Košice, Banská Bystrica, Žilina, Senec and other cities took part in our initiative with
the aim to bring quality discussions about mental health to communities across Slovakia. We were
delighted by this project because we had the opportunity to get to know new people in communities and cultural centres.

5. 10. at 6 PM Modra
Myths and facts about mental health
Guest: MUDr. Natália Kaščáková, PhD., psychiatrist, psychotherapist
Hosted by: Mgr. Gabriel Hrustič, clinical psychologist, psychotherapist
Co-organiser: Presahy, o.z,

7. 10. at 4:45 PM Bratislava - Online
The connection between exercise and mental
wellbeing.
Guests: MUDr. Magda Frecer, psychiatrist
Mgr. Michala Bednáriková, psychologist
Mgr. Bc. Miroslav Dlhoš, PhD., physiotherapist
Hosted by: Sharkan
Organisers: League for Mental Health and
Rehabilica

5. 10. at 6 PM Banská Bystrica and online
From mental wellbeing to mental health issues.
What do people often think and which parts
of it are really true?
Guest: Lecture and discussion with MUDr. Michal
Patarák, psychiatrist
Co-organiser: Záhrada - centre for independent
culture

8. 10. at 10 AM Roundtable dedicated to state
funding of helplines - Online
under the auspices of Zuzana Čaputová,
president of Slovakia
Guests: Representatives of the Initiative of
helplines - Linka dôvery Nezábudka (Nezábudka
Helpline), Linka detskej istoty (Children’s Helpline) and IPčko.sk, along with representatives
of various ministries,
Organisers: League for Mental Health and
the Orange Foundation

6. 10. at 6 PM Senec
Myths and facts about mental health
Guest: Mgr. Hana Ševčíková, psychologist, psychotherapist
Hosted by: Monika Macháčková, journalist, writer
Co-organiser: LABYRINT Urban cultural centre
Senec

8. 10. at 5 PM Žilina
Unbreakable - 18 open conversations about
autism
Life with autism from the perspectives of family
members, therapists, experts and people diagnosed with it. How to take care of your own
mental health when confronted with a tough
situation.
Guests: Jozef Bednár, author of Nezlomní - 18
rozhovorov o autizme (Eng. translation = Unbreakable - 18 open conversations about autism)
Mgr. Denisa Ničíková - psychologička, Návrat
Centre Žilina
Co-organiser: Artforum Žilina

6. 10. at 6 PM Bratislava - Online
Psychiatric care of the past and today, what
should modern reformative efforts look like.
Special discussion on the occasion of World
Mental Health Day. The discussion was streamed
by Denník N to their Facebook page.
Guests: MUDr. Ľubomíra Izáková, psychiatrist
MUDr. Dagmar Breznoščáková psychiatrist
MUDr. Peter Breier, psychiatrist
Hosted by: Andrea Hajdúchová, journalist for
Denník N
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7. 10. at 7 PM Prešov
Burnout syndrome and mental health prevention
Guests: Lucia Okša, Zuzana Matuščáková, authors
of Nevyhorení (Eng. translation = No to burn-out)
Hosted by: Tomáš Fedorko, Artforum Prešov
Co-organisers: Wave - centre for independent
culture  and  Artforum  Prešov
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and supporting you throughout. The instructor dedicates a portion of the workshop to
sharing her experience as an art therapist
working with clients.
Instructor: PhDr. Monika Piliarová
Co-organiser:  Facilitas  n.o.  Košice
9. 10. at 7 PM Liptovský Mikuláš
Unbreakable - 18 open conversations about
autism
Life with autism from the perspectives of family
members, therapists, experts and people diagnosed with it. How to take care of your own
mental health when confronted with a tough
situation.
Guest: Jozef Bednár, author of Nezlomní - 18
rozhovorov o autizme (Eng. translation =
Unbreakable - 18 open conversations about
autism)
Hosted by: PhDr. Michal Kotian, psychologist

7. 10. at 7 PM Bardejov
Addiction and mental health prevention
Guest: lecture and discussion with Mgr. Zuzana
Lenártová, clinical psychologist
Co-organisers: BAŠTA - cultural community
centre  and  Different,  o.z.
8. 10. at 7 PM Pezinok
Are we normal?
Literature in the Townhall with Professor Anton
Heretik
Guest: Prof. PhDr. Anton Heretik, PhD., clinical
psychologist, psychotherapist
Hosted by: Veronika Šikulová, writer
Co-organisers: Artforum Pezinok and Malokarpatská Library Pezinok

11. 10. at 5 PM Kapitalks: About the need for
mutual understanding - Online
The discussion was tied to the current exhibition
Skupinová terapia (Eng. translation = Group
therapy) in the Pezinok branch of the Slovak
National Gallery.
Guests: Mgr. art. Martin Knut, executive director
of the League for Mental Health
Eva Gatialová, exhibiting artist of the KundyCrew
collective
Hosted by: Laura Kovácsová, Kapitál
Co-organisers: Kapitál and the Slovak National
Gallery

9. 10. at 10 AM Košice - Online
Take part and experience! - online art therapy
workshop. Art therapy offers the chance to
express emotions through colours and shapes.
The workshop is a safe space in the hands of
an experienced instructor that offers an interesting way of experiencing how your inner life
affects your creative process, while healing

Discussions about mental health
in cities across Slovakia from October 5th to October 11th 2020
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4.5. Special discussion on the occasion of World Mental 		
Health Day
Psychiatric care of the past and today, what should modern
reformative efforts look like.
This immensely important discussion took place on October 6th, 2020 and brought valuable insights
from experts.
The discussion was streamed by Denník N to their Facebook page.
Guests: MUDr. Ľubomíra Izáková, psychiatrist
MUDr. Dagmar Breznoščáková psychiatrist
MUDr. Peter Breier, psychiatrist
Hosted by: Andrea Hajdúchová, journalist for Denník N

4.6. Roundtable dedicated to state funding of helplines
8. 10. at 10 AM - Online
The event was organised under the auspices

The Initiative of helplines is to inform

Formát: live stream

psychological, crisis and other counselling

of Zuzana Čaputová, president of Slovakia

individuals about the possibility of seeking

from anonymous expert helplines and to

Guests: Representatives of the Initiative of

emphasize the need to offer remote counsel-

helplines - Linka dôvery Nezábudka (Nezábudka

ling during the Covid-19 pandemic to the state

Helpline), Linka detskej istoty (Children’s

and individual donors. The first wave of

Helpline) and IPčko.sk, along with represen-

Covid-19 showed the importance of these

tatives of the ministries of interior, health,

services as each of the three helplines recei-

employment, education, and Jana Žitňanská,

ved an enormous number of calls, many

representative of the National Council of

of which were extremely serious. Anxiety,

the Slovak Republic.

depression, domestic violence, alcoholism,
and fear of the economic situation connected

Organisers: League for Mental Health and

to the second wave of the pandemic test

the Orange Foundation

the capacity and quality of the services.
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dedicated to state funding
of helplines
Linka
detskej
istoty

With the support of the Orange Foundation
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4.7. The Establishment of the coalition of companies
			for mental health
It is essential to care for the mental wellbeing of employees.

A new project of the League
run by our colleague Andrej
Vršanský.

Let your
employees’
souls rest.

The founding member of the Coalition for Mental Health:
•

•

Slovnaft

Yeme

•	Orange

•	VW Financial Services

•	VUB banka

•

•

Accenture

•

Advokátska kancelária

•	Novartis
•	Lyreco

Poláček & partners

•	Pilsner Urquell

•	GreenTalk
•

Všeobecná zdravotná poisťovňa

•

Poštová banka

Swiss RE

•	Hewlet Packard

•	Phillip Morris

•	LIDL

•

SPP

•	O2

•

Slovak & Friends

We offer meaningful activities that result
in discussions about individuals’ mental health
being an everyday occurrence in the workplace. It means organising destigmatising
and informative internal communication
campaigns for employees. The campaign

cannot be organised without consistent and
high-quality content. The goal of this coalition
is for the mental wellbeing of individuals
to become a priority in companies and thus
for it to be of importance in all areas.
It is well-known that employees must adhere
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to safety guidelines while working. However,
the safety of employees’ mental health
should also be important in the workplace.
The protection of not only physical, but also
mental health is key for a company to prosper
and move forward.
This is part of the reason why the coalition
exists. Its goal was, and always will be, for us to
inspire each other. Companies and corporations should create workspaces in which
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it is normal to talk about mental wellbeing
or mental health issues. And this should not
only be kept in the workplace. Companies
have set aside their competition and have
come together in order to help a bigger issue,
to help each other and to inspire each other.
The League creates high-quality content for
the coalition members, which can be used
to systematically destigmatise the workplace
and companies can become positive examples for the rest of society and the state.
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4.8. Project Constituency - OSF Grant
,,The project League for Mental Health in Slovakia 2.0 received support from the Stronger Roots
Program.”
Stronger Roots is a programme organised
by the Open Society Foundation in Slovakia.
Its goal is the building of constituents, a wide
group of supporters, who help strengthen
an organisation’s mission, and who help to
spread its message and vision in their communities and societies. The project League for
Mental Health in Slovakia 2.0 received support
from the Stronger Roots Program, implemented by the OSF, Glopolis, the Open Society
Foundation and the NIOK Foundation. The goal

of the program is to support and stabilise
organisations in the Czech Republic, Hungary,
and Slovakia and to help them become more
rooted in society.
The League for Mental Health received a 30 000
EUR grant, which we use to build our internal
capacities and to set the right strategy for
our development, which ultimately leads to
achieving three basic goals:

•	The organisation of campaigns that will open the discussion about mental health across
society, which will in turn create political pressure and make mental health a political priority.
We want it to stay a priority for as long as possible, for politicians and citizens alike;
•	The involvement of volunteers in awareness raising efforts which result in a larger interest
and allows us to create major activities which would include smaller activities of individual
volunteers and organisations, including member organisations of the League;
•	The organisation of an event that would support the above-mentioned goals. The event
should not be a one-time occurrence, it should gain the attention of both the public and
experts and help reformation efforts. The result of these efforts should be a high-quality
system of care for mental health, which should become standard in Slovakia.
The grant is set up in an unusual way, it measures impact instead of comparing spreadsheets without tracking the legitimacy and
meaningfulness of the used funds. It is truly
exceptional considering the state of Slovakia
in relation to its use of European funds.

We believe that similar calls will become
common in Slovakia and that we will be
able to talk with our donors about the purpose of our activities and about finding
the best and most effective ways of carrying
them out.
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4.9. Membership in Mental Health Europe (MHE)
We continue to be members of the largest European network of organisations working
in the area of mental health.

5. Partnerships
5.1.		Attending the negotiations of a partnership deal with
			the Ministry of Health
Due to the presence of a representative of
the League in the 2020-2027 program negotiations between the European Commission,
the Ministry of Health and the Ministry of
Employment, the League in collaboration
with the Institute for Health Policy managed
to convince the negotiating parties to consider the topic of mental health, mainly
through the lens of long-term care. The League
went on the create a proposal of pilot
projects, which should be funded by structural
funds from the next program period. This
proposal was reviewed by the Slovak Psychiatric Association and the Slovak Psycholo-

gical Society and then sent to the Institute
for Health Policy. After the government
changed, the whole concept was reworked
by Minister Veronika Remišová who proposed
a singular operational program for the whole
of Slovakia. Thanks to the efforts of the League,
the new proposal included the topic of mental
health. Our proposal of the pilot projects
is still circulating in expert groups. It can
be regarded as the beginning of a reform
proposal, which we managed to compose
in the form of a meaningful document and
gain support from the main stakeholders
in the mental health sector.
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5.2.	Our influence in the compilation of the Government’s
Programme Statement in collaboration with
the Slovak Psychiatric Association and the Slovak
Association of Psychologists
After the 2020 parliamentary elections, we
saw the possibility to reach out to the new
government and convince them to include
mental health in their programme statement.
The League initiated a collaboration between
the largest mental health organisations
in order to compile a list of shared demands.
The list was compiled by the League and later
reviewed by the Slovak Psychiatric Association and the Slovak Psychological Society.
The result of this initiative was a meeting
at the Ministry of Health where the organi-

sations’ representatives presented their shared demands. We created a detailed proposal
that included our vision of individual points,
which was then included in the government’s
programme statement. This was an important
milestone for mental health in Slovakia and
it represents hope that the system of care for
mental health can be reformed. These efforts
resulted in the establishment of the Council
for mental health and increased awareness
of the topic of mental health.

5.3.	Collaboration in the social sphere with Socia Foundation for Social Change and CELSI - Central
European Labour Studies Institute
The League represented the interests of
patients who were in treatment or are currently
in treatment for a mental health disorder.
It pushed for better conditions and changes
in the social sphere, namely in post-treatment
care, employment support and independent

living, receiving financial support from the state,
caring for a loved one with a mental health
disorder, dismantling institutionalised treatment centres and turning them into centres
of community care.

5.4. Charity run for the League
for Mental Health
The aim of the charity run was to raise funds
for the League and help those suffering with
depression.

#YOUARENOTALONE
Charity run
22.2.2020

Ján Baltazár Magina Park Dubnica nad Váhom

9 AM - 2PM

COME-RUN-HELP The run took place on
February 2nd, 2020, in the Ján Baltazár
Magina Park in Dubnica nad Váhom. We would
like to thank students at the local high school
for coming up with the idea of the run and
handling its organisation.

1 lap – 600M
Voluntary Starting Fee
The proceeds will go to

Each runner must sign a document stating that their attendance
is voluntary, and they are responsible for their own safety
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5.5. Profesia Days 2020
In 2020 we were active participants of
the largest career fair in Slovakia, Profesia
Days (4 th - 5 th March 2020) in Bratislava’s
Incheba Expo. Our mental health professionals provided helpful psychological coun-

selling in our booth. MUDr. Magda Frecer
and Andrej Vršanský joined the Master
Class conference with their talk titled:
The connection between mental health
and work.

The connection between mental health and work

4 PM to 4:30 PM

Master Class

Talk given by mental health professionals from the League
for Mental Health, focused on the connection between
mental health and performance as well as what employers
should offer their employees regarding mental health.
Inspiration

WORK

Health

Read more

Mental Health and Public Finance in 2020 - Discussion
5.6.	
paper published by the Value for Money Unit
The Value for Money Unit published its latest
paper focused on the connection between
mental health and public finance.
We have been working with the Unit for a long
time. We are pleased that the paper authored
by Lucia Grajcarová was successfully published. We wish her all the best.
The study was reviewed by our colleague
Alexandra Dzureková.
Many  thanks!
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5.7.	Discussion about mental and physical health
in collaboration with the Rehabilica Centre
The discussion took place during the week of mental health.
The definition from the WHO states that
health is: “A state of complete physical, mental
and social well-being and not merely the
absence of disease or infirmity”. Diagnosing
psychosomatic disorders in patients is important for identifying the pathology and its
cause,  be  it  physical  or  mental,  in  time.

It’s also strategic to discuss this in the presence of physiotherapists since they are
often met with patients who suffer from
a physical or movement disorder without any
obvious cause. In that case, we should look
for a cause outside of the physical body.
Looking at both physical and mental health
at the same time allows for a complex
and multidisciplinary approach to treatment.

This event was a good example of the fact
that it’s important to point out the connection
between physical and mental health. It was
another of our efforts to raise patients’
awareness of their options to seek help.
Discussing this topic with psychologists is
highly appropriate because they regularly
meet patients who suffer from a somatic
illness, and it is their mental fatigue that has
brought them into the psychologist’s office.

The discussion was attended by:
MUDr. Magda Frecer, psychiatrist
Mgr. Michala Bednáriková, psychologist
Mgr. Bc. Miroslav Dlhoš, PhD., physiotherapist
The discussion was hosted by Peter Novák,
also known as Šarkan
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5.8. The establishment of the Helpline Initiative with
the support of the Orange Foundation
The three largest helplines in Slovakia, Linka
dôvery Nezábudka (Nezábudka Helpline),
Linka detskej istoty (Children’s Helpline)
and IPčko, came together in order to raise
sufficient funding for the operation of these
helplines. With the help of strong financial
partners, we wanted to put pressure on
the state to start systemically funding all
helplines, along with those not directly
involved in the initiative, such as Fórum
seniorov or Lienka.

The first supporter of the initiative was
the portal #KtoPomozeSlovensku, (#WhoWillHelpSlovakia) which funded one month
of increased capacity in all three helplines. Our next supporter was the Orange
Foundation, which helped us with the marketing of the initiative as well as putting
pressure on politicians to stop ignoring
this basic mental care tool and to create
an environment in which helplines can
focus on delivering quality care instead of
focusing on raising small amounts of money
from private donors. We came together to
fight for better work conditions in this sector.

The initiative was established in the context
of the Covid-19 pandemic because we believe
that helplines are essential in timely intervention. The time has come to change
the state’s ignorance of this topic and to
include helplines in the measures to combat
the health and economic crises.

You can find more information at
www.pomozeme-krizovelinky.sk
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5.9. Forbes, Person of the Year 2020
we can help people in this situation and

At Forbes, the end of the year is traditionally

why our work is important in these times.

spent reflecting on the past 12 months. Although the pandemic did not allow us to meet

at the gala in person, the event was streamed
online on December 2nd,  2020,  at  5 PM.

Forbes organised two discussion panels
throughout the evening, in which it intro-

duced people who helped Slovakia handle
the pandemic.

In a third discussion panel, Forbes introduced

three non-profit organisations, Deťom s rako-

vinou (an organisation helping children

diagnosed with cancer), the League for Mental
Health and Buddy. We talked about how
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5.10. The launch of the mental health journal
		
“Nevyhorení” (Forbes)

H e a l t h
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We celebrated the introduction of the mental
health journal for the year 2021 #Nevyhorení
(Eng. translation = #NoToBurnOut). We also
took part in a discussion about anxiety during
the pandemic and how it can be handled
with mindfulness. Our guests were Monika
Martinézova, the director of the Nezábudka
Helpline, Martina Bačová, psychologist and
psychologist and mindfulness instructor
Andrej Jeleník.
We would like to thank Forbes Slovakia and
Nevyhorení for organising this event.

5.11. C
 hristmas-themed discussion among professionals
- Christmas and Covid-19
The discussion was organised as a live stream.
Experts talked about psychological wellbeing
during the pandemic and Christmas as well
as the current social situation.

Discussion
Christmas
and Covid-19
Psychological
wellbeing
and social aspects
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5.12. Joining the initiative #kto pomôže
			 Slovensku? (#who will help Slovakia?)
An initiative to support everyone who lost the things they relied on.
Discussion – The Isolated Generation
Monika Martinezová, director of the Nezábudka Helpline, took part in an online discussion
with the title The Isolated Generation. The guests talked about handling the current pandemic,
isolation and staying engaged.

5.13. Slovnaft’s campaign to support the Mental health 			
helpline “Nezábudka”
Our collaboration with Slovnaft allowed us to bring a unique way
of donating to charity. Every person with a Slovnaft Bonus card
who uses it regularly could decide if they want to donate their
bonus points to the Nezábudka Helpline. The initiative also
included a campaign with posters at Slovnaft’s gas stations.
We received lots of positive feedback for this initiative. Thank you!

Life is unexpected sometimes and we never know when we might need
a helping hand. It is clear though, that it has never been easier to offer
help to those who need it. Donate your BONUS points to support
the Nezábudka Helpline and help the 1200 Slovaks who seek it out
each month.
You can donate your points at bit.ly/body-pre-nezabudku.
Thank you for helping
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6. Other Activities
6.1. 	European project: Social skills for healthcare workers
with an emphasis on mental health
Aim of the project: To increase the quality
and effectiveness of lifelong learning with

an emphasis on the development of key skills
and improving qualifications.

Modules of the project: The result of
the project’s activities will be the creation
of a lifelong learning programme focused
on the social skills of healthcare workers

with an emphasis on mental health. Based
on an initial analysis of the current issues
and needs, we have proposed three modules
for this programme:

Module 1 - Mental health
Supporting and protecting mental health
Prevalence of mental health disorders
Epidemiology of mental health disorders

Module 2 - Mental disorders
Prevalence, symptoms, and treatment of mental health disorders
Working with a client who struggles with a mental health disorder

Module 3 - Caring for the mental health of healthcare workers
Processing feelings
Effective communication (conflict resolution)
Personal development
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6.2. Our activities throughout the Covid-19 pandemic
a) Increasing the capacities of the Mental health helpline “Nezábudka”
We also experienced an increase in the daily
number of calls and requests coming through
to our helpline and online counselling service.
We tried to help people handle this situation
through our activities.

The year 2020 will always be remembered
as the year the world went quiet because
of the coronavirus pandemic. It was crucial to
adapt to the new situation in a timely manner.
During lockdown, people were left locked
in their homes and the numbers of both
hospitalisations and deaths were increasing.
People’s mental health suffered. The situation
was especially tough for children and young
people, the rates of domestic violence
increased. Patients with psychological problems had a hard time trying to see their
doctors. The number of patients who had been
stable for years before the pandemic but
whose mental state worsened increased.

•	
We increased the capacities of the Nezábudka helpline
•	
We communicated via our social media
profiles and website to give people tips and
advice on keeping their mental health in
check. We created a section on our website
where we posted interesting and relevant
articles, interviews, webinars, and videos
about mental health during the pandemic.

b) Social media and website communication
#mentalhealth2020

Mental health during the epidemic – everything
in one place.
25. 3. 2020
Dear friends, in this section, you will find relevant content

from experts, psychiatrists and psychologists about mental
health during the coronavirus epidemic.

c) The “S rozvahou” Initiative
Four organisations decided to join forces

tion and answers to many of their questions.

nable level between carelessness and panic.

PhDr. Gabriel Bianchi, PhD. And Magdaléna

MUDr. Jana Ferencová, Mrs Ľubica Gálisová,

to help keep the social mood at a reasoIn a joined information campaign, S rozvahou,

Takáčová from our team took part in this

initiative.

we collaborated with Červený  nos - Clown-

doctors, the National Centre for Health

Information and VIA IURIS to offer an instruction manual on handling the situation.

Visitors of our website www.srozvahou.sk can

access several resources with useful informa-
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d) R
 TVS TV Programme - “Ako sa máte? Čo sa dnes vraví
o duševnom zdraví, Okná duše dokorán”
(How are you? Contemporary discussions about mental
health, Windows to the Soul)
We are very proud of our partnership with

psychologist Mgr. Jana Vyskočil, psychologist

RTVS. During the pandemic, we managed

Mgr. Lenka Práznovská a psychologist Hana

to produce the series How are you in which

Ševčíková. Hosted by Oľga Valentová.

experts offer advice about handling the newly
emerged situation of the pandemic.
Cast: psychologist Mgr. Mária Kopčíková, psy-

chiatrist MUDr. Soňa Belanská, psychologist
Mgr. Martin Miler, psychologist Mgr. Norbert
Uhnák, psychologist Mgr. Barbara Bohony,
psychologist Mgr. Bibiana Helexová, psychologist and psychotherapist Mgr. Janka Ashford,
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Statements
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Important
announcement

THE
GOVERNMENT
WILL
FOCUS
ON IMPROVING
THE SYSTEM
VLÁDA
SA ZAMERIA
AJ NA
ZLEPŠENIE
STAROSTLIVOSTI
O DUŠEVNÉ
OF
CARE FOR MENTAL HEALTH
ZDRAVIE.
The
for Mental
Health
Slovakia
is delighted
bydostalo
the attention
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LigaLeague
za duševné
zdravie
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pozornosť,
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of
care forzdravie
mentalvhealth
in the Government’s
Programme Statement.
duševné
Programovom
vyhlásení vlády.
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1st, 2020
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Programové
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the
Government’s
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Programme
Statement.
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The League’s statement regarding the Government’s
Programme Statement
On Thursday, April 30 th, the parliament
approved the Government’s 2020 - 2024
Programme Statement. The League for Mental
Health welcomes the government’s plans
to give attention to reforming the system
of care for mental health, which has been
advocated for by experts, patient and family

organisations under the League and other
groups. The League is happy that mental
health is finally, for the first time, included
in the Government’s Programme Statement.
With the current situation, it is becoming
clear that without good mental health, people
are not truly healthy.

The League’s statement regarding the declaration made
by the bishops of Slovakia
We were alarmed to find out that the Slovak
Conference of Bishops has been promoting
The International Federation for Therapeutic
and Counselling Choice for “men and women
with an unwanted sexual attraction and gender
identity” on its website.

The Statement
of the League for
Mental Health
Slovakia

The League does not agree with any efforts
to influence people’s sexual orientation in this
way or the act of labelling it as “unwanted”.
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We present the whole opinion:

The League’s statement regarding the current initiative of the Slovak
Stanovisko Ligy za duševné zdravie SR k aktuálnej iniciatíve Konferencie
Conference of Bishops
biskupov Slovenska
We were alarmed to find out that the Slovak Conference of Bishops has been
promoting The International Federation for Therapeutic and Counselling Choice
So znepokojením sme sa dozvedeli, že Konferencia biskupov Slovenska propaguje na
for “men and women with an unwanted sexual attraction and gender identity”
svojej stránke konferenciu Medzinárodnej federácie pre slobodu voľby terapie
on its website.
a sprevádzania pre „mužov a ženy s neželanou sexuálnou príťažlivosťou a rodovou
neistotou“.
Sexual orientation is biological, predetermined by genetic factors and
Sexuálna
orientácia
je biologická,
súhrou
genetických
the intrauterine
environment,
it ispredurčená
not someone’s
personal
choice, faktorov
conscious
a nor
vnútromaternicového
nie research
je osobnou
vedomou
nevedomou,
unconscious. Thereprostredia,
is no reliable
thatvoľbou,
would show
that ani
early
experience
človeka.
Neexistuje
žiadny vierohodný
výskum, Therefore,
podľa ktorého
zážitky či
or trauma
affects someone’s
sexual orientation.
therebyisrané
no form
traumy
ovplyvňovali
sexuálnu
orientáciu
človeka.
Pretoorientation.
neexistuje These
žiadnaefforts
of psychotherapy
that
could change
someone’s
sexual
psychoterapia,
ktorá by of
mohla
Všetky
takéto
are a serious violation
one’ssexuálnu
identity orientáciu
and mentalčloveka
health, zmeniť.
with possibly
harmful
snahy
sú hrubýmThis
zásahom
dotherapy
identityisčloveka
a jeho duševného
navyše ho
consequences.
form of
not recognised
in Slovakiazdravia,
or Europe
môžu
závažne poškodiť.
Žiadna takáto forma terapie nie je u nás ani v Európe uznaná
as a legitimate
form of psychotherapy.
za formu psychoterapie.
The opposite seems to be true – a person’s mental health is directly connected
Naopak – ukazuje sa, že duševné zdravie je priamo úmerné tomu, nakoľko človek
to one’s self-acceptance and the extent to which they live an authentic lifestyle
prijíma sám seba a autenticky žije v súlade aj so svojou sexuálnou orientáciou.
which is in line with their sexual orientation.
Liga za duševné zdravie SR sa preto dištancuje od akýchkoľvek snáh takýmto
spôsobom
na sexuálnu
ju označovať
ako „neželanú“.
Therefore,pôsobiť
the League
does notorientáciu
agree withľudí,
any alebo
such efforts
to influence
people’s
sexual orientation or the act of labelling it as “unwanted”.

The League for Mental Health Slovakia, o.z., Sevčenkova 21, 851 01 Bratislava
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ID: 2021656582
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02/63815592, 0918
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IČO:30786525,
DIČ:607
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www.dusevnezdravie.sk
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8. Our 2020 Accomplishments
Supported projects
Source

Project

Eur

Government Office of
the Slovak Republic

Supporting the 24-hour Mental Health Helpline Nezábudka

Ministry
of Education, Iuventa

Online counselling service

12 000

Ministry
of Justice

Mental Health Helpline Nezábudka – remote counselling for
the protection of citizens’ mental wellbeing, aiding victims
of discrimination, intolerance and xenophobia

15 000

Open Society
Foundation

Stronger Roots

18 000

The Orange
Foundation

Mental Health Helpline Nezábudka – remote
psychological counselling

30 000

The Orange
Foundation

The internet in the hands of children and its Influence
on their mental health

The Foundation
The Soul and the Cinema
of The City of Bratislava

100 000

6 000
3 000

The SPP Foundation

The protection and support of health

The Orange
Foundation

The organisation of the Roundtable dedicated to state funding
of helplines

1 600

The EKOPOLIS
Foundation

Internal communication platform of the League

3 168

Ministry of Education,
Science, Research
and Sport

Social skills for healthcare workers with an emphasis
on mental health

51

10 000
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9. 2020 Financial Statements
Income 2020
Income Type

Eur

Collected donations from public fundraisers

20 270

Tax donations (1,5 %, 2 %, 3 %)

15 364

Individual donors

15 138

Funding

198 768

Other income

218 183

Total Income

467 723

Total (after costs)

2 442

Costs 2020
Cost Type

Eur

Costs of activities and their organisation (accommodation and food expanses, travel, postal
charges, social media, website, licencing fees)

1 581

Costs of operation (electric energy, rent, economic services, postal charges, notary charges,
telecommunication, broadband, travel, food expanses, office supplies)

763

Campaign costs (PR, marketing, printing charges, manufacturing of forget-me-not flowers,
strategy and marketing consultations)
Educational activities (wages of lecturers, experts, psychologists)
Funds donated to organisations

11 624
265 880
10 476

Wages (social consultation, project management,
project coordination, administrative work, therapy lecturers)
Social and Health Insurance

129 825
42 654

Other

2 468

Depreciations

120

Total

465 391
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10. Acknowledgements
We would like to thank our partners and supporters.
You are immensely important for our organisation.
You allow us to help others.

https://dusevnezdravie.sk/o-nas-partneri-a-donori/
We would like to thank every supporter who donated 2 % from their taxes, those whose
donation was a one-time occurrence as well as those who regularly donated to support our
work via darujme.sk

Together, we are working to make the world a better place.
Because there is no health without mental health.
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